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A b s t r a c t

Cortical bone is a visco-elastic material which implies that strain rate will affect its response. Although the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar is an accepted technique 
for determining the dynamic compressive properties of cortical bone it has been shown that the strain rate of compression does not remain constant throughout 
the duration of a classical experiment with a uniform striker. This raises concerns as to the measurement of smeared responses. This paper presents a shaped 
Compression

striker technique whereby the incident pulse can be shaped to attain a constant strain rate experiment for bovine bone. Shaped strikers offer benefits such as re-
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1. Introduction

The primary function of bone is to support the body, thus providing a
mechanical basis formovement. The load bearing ability of long bones is
ascribed to cortical bone, which is primarily situated in the diaphysis
(middle, shaft region) of long bones (such as the tibia and femur) [1].
This bone structure protects vital organs and prevents the excessive de-
formation of surrounding tissues under the influence of external forces.

The computational simulation of the complex, dynamic interactions
of the human body is becoming a useful and cost-effective research and
development tool [2]. This is especially true in hazardous environments
such as impact, ballistic and blast loading situations where designs are
evaluated for their ability to mitigate injury or improve survivability
[3]. These computational models require calibrated material models,
that are accurate over a large range of strain rates [4].

The fracture and pre-fracture responses of bone for computational
representation are determined through mechanical testing. Several in-
vestigations on the dynamic and quasi-static behaviour of bone have
determined that factors such as material orientation [5–8], the mode
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of loading (tension or compression) [9], age [10], gender [11] and
bone mineral density [12] influence the fracture and pre-fracture
responses of cortical bone. This paper, however, focusses on the rate-
dependent nature of bone which has been documented by numerous
studies over the past fifty years [4,5,13–17].

Hight [3] formulated one of the earliest bone fracture criteria which
include a loading-rate dependency. The criterion is based on uni-axial
compression tests by McElhaney [13] on the bone from human and
bovine femurs at strain rates between 10−3 s−1 and 1.5 × 103 s−1. Re-
search indicates that the strain rate sensitivity of cortical bone is evident
in that its final fracture occurs at a higher stress and lower strain with
increased loading rate. This behaviour is prevalent in both tension [14]
and compression [13] for small changes in both quasi-static and dynam-
ic strain rates [18].

The use of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) [19] is a well
documented technique for the investigation of the dynamic properties
of cortical bone [5,14–17,20,21]. Tennyson et al. [16] investigated the
dynamic characteristics of bovine cortical bone as a function of elapsed
post-mortem time. Specimens from the dense posterior section of
the femoral mid-shaft were exposed to a wide range of strain rates
(10 s−1 to 450 s−1) by direct compression on the SHPB. This study re-
ported that the strain rate varied during the course of each experiment.
Tanabe and Kobayashi [5] and Ferreira et al. [15] investigated the com-
pressive response of bovine boneprior to yield. Neither studies reported



Fig. 1. A diagram indicating the longitudinal orientation of the cylindrical specimens as
well as the longitudinal and transverse section planes.
the strain rate histories of their experiments. Ferreira et al. [15] did how-
ever mention that the maximum strain rate varied between 368 s−1

and 795 s−1, and the strain rate at fracture between 41 s−1 and 386 s−1.
Adharapurapu et al. [17] compressed bovine bone specimens at var-

ious strain rates (10−3 to 103 s−1) in both the longitudinal (parallel to
the axis of the bone) and transverse (perpendicular to the axis of the
bone) material directions. The researchers observed that it was difficult
to achieve constant strain rate dynamic compression of bovine cortical
bone samples with SHPB experiments using a uniform striker. Given
the evident sensitivity of bone response to strain rate Adharapurapu
et al. [17] hypothesised that a varying strain rate during a test could re-
sult in the measurement of a smeared response. Adharapurapu et al.
[17] succeeded in conducting a constant strain rate experiment by
using a pulse shaping technique on the SHPB. This technique involved
placing a deformable metal disc on the impact surface of the incident
bar, thereby using the work hardening properties of the pulse shaper
to increase the slope of the input stress wave. Although Adharapurapu
et al. [17] reported that both constant and non-constant strain rate
compression experiments were conducted, no comparison was made
between the responses measured in the two experiments.

An alternative to sacrificial pulse shapers is the use of non-uniform
(or shaped) strikers to manipulate the shape of the incident pulse on
the SHPB. This too is a well-known technique that has been used in
the testing of brittlematerials [22] and in deformation instability studies
[23]. Kumar et al. [22] found that if a conical striker impacts a SHPBwith
its small end first, this will result in an accelerator pulse in the bar that
increases in steepness as a function of the cone angle.

The present investigation proposes the use of shaped strikers as an
attractive alternative to achieve constant strain rate compression of
cortical bone on the SHPB. Furthermore this work aims to establish a
comparison of the mechanical properties of bovine cortical bone in
longitudinal compression as determined from varying and constant
strain rate SHPB experiments.

2. Materials and methods

Bovine femurs were purchased from a local butchery after being
transported in a refrigeration truck from the abattoir (about 60 km).
All meat and most of the fibrous tissue were removed when the
bones were acquired approximately 3 to 7 days after slaughtering.
The femur bones were thawed inwater for several days beforemachin-
ing specimens from the mid-diaphysis. In order to study the effect of
strain rate on compression, ten cylindrical specimens (diameter
5.99 ± 0.07 mm, length 5.95 ± 0.12 mm) were turned from the mid-
diaphysis of each of eleven bovine femurs and refrigerated in water
until quasi-static and dynamic compression experiments could be
performed. The specimenswere orientated in the longitudinal direction
as shown in Fig. 1.

Excess bonematerial was dried and preserved for histological exam-
ination through themethod of thin sectioning as described by Chinsamy
and Raath [24]. The histology of the bovine bones was investigated in
two planes: transverse sections cut through the bone in a plane that is
perpendicular to the bone axis and longitudinal sections which are
made in the plane of the bone axis (Fig. 1).

2.1. Bone compression experiments

Quasi-static compression tests (at strain rates of 10−4 s−1 to
10−1 s−1) were performed on a conventional screw-driven test ma-
chine under displacement control. The SHPB technique [19] was imple-
mented to conduct dynamic compression experiments at two strain
rates (2.5 × 102 s−1 and 103 s−1). Diametrically opposed foil strain
gauges (2 mm, 120 Ω) were bonded to the midpoint of the Hopkinson
bars. The signals were amplified using custom-built amplifiers (gain of
1000, bandwidth of 100 kHz) and digitized using a ADLINK PCI-9812
card (10 MHz, 12 bit). The silver steel bars in both experiments were
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determined to have a density of 7938 kg·m−3 and a wave propagation
speed of 5143 m·s−1.

Bone compression at 2.5 × 102 s−1 was achieved with 20 mm
diameter bars with a length of 2 m. A uniform aluminium striker with
a diameter of 12 mm was used in a conventional Split-Hopkinson bar
experiment to verify the variation of strain rate during the test. Constant
strain rate experiments were conducted using a shaped, 7075-T6
Aluminium striker (Fig. 2) with a length of 550 mm and end diameters
of 19.02 mm and 10.11mm respectively. The striker was fired such that
the smaller diameter impacted the incident Hopkinson bar first (Fig. 3)
so as to result in an accelerator (ramped) incident pulse.

Bone compression at 103 s−1 was executed on smaller, 12 mm
diameter bars with a length of 1 m. The responses resulting from a
10mmuniform diameter steel striker were compared to those of a con-
ical striker of 17-4PH stainless steel with a length of 169 mm and re-
spective end diameters of 11.8 mm and 6.52 mm. A photograph of the
smaller conical striker is included in Fig. 2. The theory of stress wave
propagation in conical bars is more complicated than for uniform bars
and there is no simple analytical technique to predict the resulting
stresswave shapes. Hence, for this work, a relatively simple one dimen-
sional numerical method, similar to that used by Kumar et al. [22], was
implemented to estimate the conical striker dimensions. Typical results
from the numerical predictions are presented in Fig. 4. The stress wave
predictions for four different conical strikers of the same length are
compared. All the strikers are simulated to be impacting at the same
speed with the small end first against a Hopkinson bar of 20 mm
diameter. All the strikers have a small diameter of 10 mm but the
large diameters that vary between 10 mm to 30 mm.

The predicted signals have the required features of a virtually instan-
taneous stress rise, followed by a gradual increase in stress which ends
with a sudden stress deterioration. The undesirable feature of a stress
wave tail, which gradually drops to zero, is present if the ratio of the
large and small diameters is substantial. The ‘tail’ is explained as
follows: When the striker impacts the input bar, stress waves originate
at the impact surfaces. The stress wave in a uniform area striker would
run to the end of the striker and back to the interface. At this point the
striker will lose contact with the bar if it has a smaller diameter than
the bar. This is not the case with a non-uniform striker, impacting
with the small end first. The diameter increase across the length implies



Fig. 2. A photograph of the long 7075-T6 Aluminium and short 17-4PH stainless steel conical strikers.

Fig. 3. The layout of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar for dynamic compression testing of bovine cortical bone.
that there is a residual mass that must be decelerated and this accounts
for the ‘tail’. The ‘tail’ is undesirable in that it restricts themaximum du-
ration of a test for a given SHPB length. Finally, the simulations indicate
that the stress drops to zero, which is the release pointwhere the striker
and bar move apart since the impact interface cannot support a tensile
stress. The simulated stresses can becomenegative because a contact re-
lease mechanism has not been included in the model. The initial stress
rise and the duration of the stress ramp are the same for all the strikers,
which indicates that these features depend only on the size of the small
diameter and the striker length respectively. Both of the features can be
predicted using simple stress wave theory. The gradient of the subse-
quent stress ramp and the duration of the tail increase with an increase
in the size of the large diameter.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure

The transverse sections of the bovine femur diaphyses reveal that
the histology is arranged in roughly concentric rings between the
inner and outer bone surfaces. The transverse microstructure is pre-
dominated by two arrangements namely, plexiform microstructure
Fig. 4. Simulated incident pulse shapes for various conical strikers impacting a 20 mm diamete
cone diameters.
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and woven bone. A micrograph showing the arrangement of the vascu-
lar networks within a woven fibred bone matrix is magnified in Fig. 5a.
This shows a concentration of longitudinally aligned primary osteons
within the woven bone matrix. A canal that runs down the centre of
each osteon contains blood vessels, nerves and other cellular struc-
tures [25]. The mineral matrix between the central canal and outer
boundary of both primary and secondary osteons is arranged in concen-
tric lamellae. This is evident from the concentric arrangement of the os-
teocytes and the texture of the bone. Sasaki et al. [26] suggest a possible
reason for the visco-elasticity of bone to be the collagen fibres that com-
prise these lamellae. Fig. 5b shows the magnification of a typical plexi-
form microstructure with predominantly circumferential canals with
radial anastomosis (branching network). Plexiform bone is primarily
found in large rapidly growing animals such as bovine or ovine [28].
Mineral buds grow first perpendicular and then parallel to the outer
bone surface, which produces the brick like structure characteristic of
plexiform bone.

Longitudinal sections of the bovine femur diaphyses presented with
one of three microstructural arrangements: laminar, reticular or plexi-
form. Investigation of the plexiform and laminar (Fig. 6a) cortical bone
sections display a vascular porosity that is more or less aligned with
the orientation of the bone axis. In contrast the vasculature of the
r Hopkinson bar. The numbers in the legend represent the front (impacting end) and rear



Fig. 5. Micrographs of cortical bone histology in transverse sections of bovine bone
diaphyses show (a) woven bone with a concentration of longitudinally aligned primary
osteons and (b) plexiform bone where the organisation of the vascular canals forms
circumferential and radial networks.

Fig. 6. Micrographs of longitudinal bone sections. BA denotes the direction of the
longitudinal bone axis. (a) A polarized image of a specimen with a transition between
laminar and reticular bone structure and (b) a reticular microstructure which shows the
non-uniform 3-D organisation of channels and lacunae through a polarization filter.
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reticular arrangement appears unorganised in the bone matrix. Fig. 6b
presents a micrograph of reticular microstructure as viewed through a
polarizing filter. The filter causes all the apatite crystals with the same
orientation to be displayed in the same colour. It can be seen that the ap-
atite crystals in the reticular structure donot have a uniformorientation,
but rather an amorphous arrangement.

This investigation identified a variation of microstructural arrange-
ments in bovine cortical bone specimens which are consistent with lit-
erature [17,29]. To date, research on micromechanical models [30]
suggests that these arrangements influence the properties of bone,
such as its mechanical stiffness. The effects of different microstructural
arrangements on the rate-dependent properties of meso-scale bovine
cortical bone models are not presently known. The experimental
techniques suggested in this study could enable an investigation into
such factors.
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Fig. 7.Average stress–strain curves for quasi-static and dynamic longitudinal compression
data.
3.2. Bone compression experiments

The averaged stress–strain curves as determined from the quasi-
static and dynamic compression experiments are presented in Fig. 7. It
is clear that bone responds to quasi-static and dynamic compression
in two distinct corridors. The dynamic response corridor is significantly
more stiff than the quasi-static one. This implies that if a bone specimen
is deformed to a certain level, the stress that develops in the material
would be much higher if the load was dynamic, than if it were quasi-
static. Experiments show that bovine bone fractures at a higher stress
with an increasing strain rate as shown in Table 1. This trend of increas-
ing failure stress remains consistent throughout the quasi-static and
dynamic strain rate regimes. The final strain at fracture increased
4

consistently from ε
� ¼ 10−4 s−1 to ε

� ¼ 10−1 s−1. However, the opposite
is true for the transition between quasi-static, where the ultimate
strains were about 6.2% as opposed to dynamic strain rates where the
ultimate strain is about 2.4%. The response is more brittle in that
specimens fracture at a significantly smaller ultimate strain when
they are compressed dynamically. There is a significant difference in
bone response within the range of strain rates between ε

� ¼ 0:1 s−1

and ε
� ¼ 2:5� 102 s−1. This large difference suggests that bovine cortical

bone responds in a highly rate-sensitive manner when compressed at
the afore-mentioned strain rates. Unfortunately this regime coincides



Table 1
Ultimate compressive stress (σut) and ultimate compressive strain (εut) for the longitudi-
nal compression of bovine cortical bone at quasi-static and dynamic strain rates. Varying
refers to experiments conducted with a uniform area striker. Constant refers to
experiments where the input bar pulse was shaped with a tapered striker.

ε
�
[s−1] σut [MPa] εut [m·m−1]

ε
� ≈10−4 149.6 ± 13.7 0.0398 ± 0.004

ε
� ≈10−3 171.9 ± 18.5 0.0451 ± 0.004

ε
� ≈10−2 202.1 ± 14.9 0.051 ± 0.004

ε
� ≈10−1 234.8 ± 15.5 0.062 ± 0.000

ε
� ≈2:5� 102

varying
375.7 ± 30.5 0.024 ± 0.002

ε
� ≈2:5� 102

constant
383.9 ± 21.3 0.024 ± 0.003

ε
� ≈1� 103

varying
401.9 ± 20.6 0.035 ± 0.003

ε
� ≈1� 103

constant
413.9 ± 28.7 0.027 ± 0.001
with a dynamic range where it is historically difficult to conduct
experiments. The lack of experimental systems and data in the middle
strain rate regime is a key factor that prevents the full understanding
of the strain rate sensitivity of bone. In fact, it is only recently that
Cloete et al. [27] have developed Hopkinson bar techniques to deter-
mine the properties of bovine cortical bone in the intermediate strain
rate regime.

The implementation of shaped strikers result in a shaped incident
pulse to achieve constant strain rate experiments at ε

� ¼ 2:5� 102s−1

and ε
� ¼ 103s−1. Fig. 8a and b shows the incident-, reflected- and trans-

mitted pulses and stress–strain–strain rate responses from a conven-
tional uniform striker experiment. The uniform striker produces the
expected trapezoidal incident pulse. It is evident that the corresponding
Fig. 8. Incident— (I), reflected— (R) and transmitted (T) pulses for a (a) uniform striker and (c)
(d) conical striker.
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specimen response is not associated with a constant strain rate. In fact,
the strain rate drops to approximately 190 s−1 after initially deforming
at a rate of nominally 500 s−1. The responses in Fig. 8c and d show that
the conical striker produces a ramped accelerator pulse with a stress
‘tail’. The conical striker succeeded in producing a near constant post
ring-up strain rate of approximately 300 s−1. The reflected signals of
constant strain rate experiments contain a diagnostic indicator in that
a stress plateau is observed in the reflected signal prior to the specimen
failure. This is absent in the varying strain rate experiments achieved by
a uniform striker. Some challenges of the use of tapered strikers include
buckling of the striker tip as a result of excessive stress or bad alignment
with the input bar. This resulted in the use of a strengthened steel strik-
er in the higher strain rate experiment (at 103 s−1). The alignment of
the conical striker in the barrel of the air-gun was improved by sticking
light-weightmasking tape around a section of the strikerwith a reduced
diameter.

Adharapurapu et al. [17] argued that a variation in strain rate during
a test could result in themeasurement of smeared properties if the ma-
terial is strain rate sensitive. This hypothesis was investigated by com-
paring the results of the constant and varying strain rate experiments.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison between constant and varying dynamic
strain rate responses at 2.5 × 102 s−1 and 103 s−1. The strain rate varied
between 360 s−1 and 130 s−1 for the experiment at a nominal strain
rate of 2.5 × 102 s−1 test with a uniform striker (Fig. 9b). The results
from these experiments are compared to an experiment at a nominally
constant strain rate ofε

� ¼ 2:5� 102 s−1. For the experiment at a notion-
al strain rate of 103 s−1 the rate of deformation varied between
1150 s−1 and 780 s−1. The results from this experiment are compared
with specimen responses at a strain rate of approximately 103 s−1.
conical striker, and the associated stress–strain–strain rate responses for a (b) uniform and



Fig. 9. Comparison of dynamic response when the strain rate is allowed to vary (uniform striker SHPB test) and the strain is controlled constantly (SHPB test with pulse shaping by a
tapered striker) for nominal strain rates of (a, b) 2.5 × 102 s−1 and (c, d) 103 s−1.
The following observations are made with regard to the effect of
strain rate control on the dynamic compressive response of bone:
There is uniformity between the response corridors for both of the dy-
namic strain rates (Fig. 9a and c). At 2.5 × 102 s−1 the strain rate
drops towards the end of the test which causes irregularity in the curva-
ture of the stress–strain curves (Fig. 9a). The average ultimate stress re-
sults (Table 1) at both strain rates are slightly lower for tests with a
varying strain rate when compared with those where the strain rate
was controlled constant. The stresses are 375.7 MPa compared to
383.9 MPa at 2.5 × 102 s−1 and 401.9 MPa as opposed to 413.9 MPa at
103 s−1. The differences in the ultimate stress at varying strain rates as
opposed to constant strain rates are smaller than the standard deviation
in the ultimate stress of the respective strain rate regimes. At present it
is not possible to conclude if a variation in strain rate during the exper-
iment has a significant influence on specimen ultimate strength.

It is concluded that the tapered striker technique is an advantageous
method of pulse shaping because a single tapered striker is effective to
control the strain rate of the full series of specimens tested. Thus,
inter-specimen variation did not affect the shape of the striker required
to achieve a constant strain rate in the present study. Aside from re-
usability, further advantages of the tapered striker technique include
improved test repeatability as the same striker is used in every experi-
ment. Future possibilities include improved control of the pulse shape
[22] because of other possible variations in striker geometry.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Transverse sections of the bovine femur diaphyses reveal that two
arrangements are predominant namely, plexiform microstructure and
6

woven bone. Three microstructural arrangements (laminar, reticular
and plexiform) were observed in the longitudinal sections. Bone histol-
ogy is arranged in roughly concentric rings between the inner and outer
bone surfaces in the transverse plane. The vascular porosity of plexiform
and laminar cortical bone is approximately aligned with the longitudi-
nal bone axis, whereas the vasculature of reticular arrangements
appears unorganised in the bonematrix. It is concluded that the micro-
structural arrangement in a single bone may vary from location to
location and that the effect of varying microstructural arrangements
on rate-dependent bone responses is not presently reported for meso-
scale models.

Pulse shaping through the method of tapered strikers successfully
achieves constant strain rate dynamic compression experiments of
bovine cortical bone whilst offering additional advantages in terms of
re-usability and test repeatability. The dynamic response corridors of
uniform striker — opposed to conical striker SHPB experiments do not
differ, however the ultimate properties are slightly affected. Although
the experiments from the present study indicate that the dynamic re-
sponse corridors for constant and varying strain rate experiments are
uniform it should be considered that the varying strain rate experiments
were carried out in the dynamic regime which displays a low rate sen-
sitivity. The large difference between the high- and low rate regimes
suggests high rate sensitivity in the middle strain rate regime. From
the results it is recommended that bone compression on the SHPB is
conducted with the suitable pulse shaping to achieve a constant strain
rate. Additionally it is recommended that the strain rate history should
invariably be presentedwith dynamic stress–strain responses as the in-
stantaneous strain rate is likely a contributor to potential constitutive
models. Experimental investigations into bovine bone response in the
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middle strain rate regime (0.1 s−1 to 250 s−1) will greatly contribute 
to a better understanding of the rate sensitivity of bovine cortical 
bone.
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